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Host SM_Lilia says:
=/\= U.S.S. Elara Stardate 10509.18 - "Know thyself - Look into the mirror, part I"=/\=
Host SM_Lilia says:
The USS Elara is still orbiting Nova Pax colony, in the middle of the Romulan Neutral Zone. While Captain Timrok was called on a special assignment, a new Commanding Officer awaits them
Host SM_Lilia says:
The CEO's away team returned safely with the two MIA officers and now has to face the new CO in explaining how come they lost all evidence.
Host SM_Lilia says:
In the mean time, the first officer and the CSO thought they could make an alien shuttle work and ended up … somewhere
Host SM_Lilia says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= Begin Mission =/\= =/\= =/\=
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::at OPS Station monitoring systems::
Host SM_Lilia says:
@ACTION: The two vessels are warping away, they will soon pass the XO's shuttle
Dr_Greene says:
::In sickbay, looking over Pazoski's brain function data, seeing they are slightly above normal for an unconscious person, even for a betazoid::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::Makes his way to the bridge::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@COM: Vessel: This is Lt Commander Peter Pazoski, Alex Gomes, is that you?
Susie says:
::standing outside the CSO’s quarters fingering the new combadge she'd been given::
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Sitting in the Elara's Ready Room, reading off the computer terminal placed there::
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::arrives on the bridge in a fresh uniform::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
::roaming the Elara's corridors... thinking up some stuff and waiting to be called to the Captain's Room::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Looks to his side at the XO as he mentions a name:: Self: How did he know who she was?
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@COM: Shuttle: Peter? What are you doing here? She is coming after me. Meet me in the appointed hideout
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::stops by his quarters and tries to make sense of what had happened to him::
Susie says:
::she looked up and down the corridor debating on which way to go, absently chewing on her lower lip::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::looks at the CSO:: CSO: Can we get warp drive out of this thing?
Host CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::is lying on the biobed entirely unaware of her surroundings::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
::finally decides to move to the bridge and arrives there shortly::
Dr_Greene says:
::makes sure it is safe to revive the CIV and, once he knows for sure, he places a hypo spray to her neck to bring her around::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::relays results of power transfer diagnostics to Main Engineering::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
::nods to the people on the bridge::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Checks some of his sensors, then the ships configuration.:: XO: I don't know sir. This ship doesn't appear to have a regular warp drive as we know it. All I can bring up is impulse.
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::approaches the Ready Room door and "rings the bell" noticing the CTO arrive::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::looks up and sees the CTO enter and nods back::
Host Ens_Lost says:
ACTION: Susie sees a moving shadow just making a turn in the corridor. She has seen it before ...
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Looks around at the door:: Door: Enter!
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@COM: Vessel: Its a long story, one which I would gladly explain but my ship's propulsion system is malfunctioning, is there any chance you could tow us there?
Host Ens_Lost says:
::is already with the CO, having told him his version of events::
Susie says:
::frowns seeing the shadow and moves towards it:: Shadow: where are you going?
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::walks through the door into the Ready Room nodding to the new commanding officer as he sees him::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::leaves his quarters with a fresh uniform on and heads for the bridge::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
::enters the ready room::
Host Ens_Lost says:
@<Alexandra>COM: Shuttle: I cannot even detect your shuttle. Your wife really did it this time you know .... Meet me or be gone and out of my way
Host Ens_Lost says:
@ACTION: The small ship enters the asteroid belt, the second one cannot follow and tries to go around
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Takes a quick look as each of them enters the RR:: All: Got lost..? ::Gestures them to sit down at the opposite end of the desk::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Checks his sensors again and looks at the XO:: XO: Sir, I am sorry for interrupting, but it appears the smaller vessel is heading for an asteroid, right here. ::Points to a dot on his screen.::
Host Ens_Lost says:
ACTION: The shadow moves into a Jeffries tubes
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
::sits down looking CTO-ish::
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::takes a seat::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::mumbles something:: CSO: In that case set a course and follow her in.
Susie says:
::peers both ways and follows the shadow:: Shadow: Get back here!
Host Ens_Lost says:
@ACTION: The small vessel enters a nebula past the asteroid belt and the bigger one stops pursuing
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::steps onto the bridge and heads for the TAC console::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@COM: Vessel: We will see what we can do. Pazoski out.
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::inhaling slowly at first she opens her eyes, shutting then just as fast as the light hits her, again she opens her eyes slowly beginning to focus on the doctor::
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Softly clears his throat:: All: Okay, now that you are here at last.... ::Pauses a moment:: Your mission was a complete failure! ::Continues in an angry voice:: How on earth did you manage to loose every shred of evidence held in those buildings?
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@XO: Aye aye sir. ::Punches some commands into the computer and the vessel starts to turn towards the asteroid. As by a miracle the weird engine makes the little shuttle move in the right direction.::
Susie says:
::enters the Jeffries tube and starts crawling, trying to keep the shadow in sight::
Dr_Greene says:
CIV: Good morning.. ::Smiles:: Are you feeling okay?
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@CSO: I have a funny feeling we are about to stir up a lot of trouble.  This Gomes seems... different somehow.
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
CO: Sir, the buildings where ready to explode, we didn't have much time to gather any evidence, our primary objective was to rescue our crewmembers.
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Looks to his side again:: XO: I am begging your pardon sir, but... who is 'this Gomes'?
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Interrupts the CEO:: CEO: Could you not have foreseen this?
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@CSO: Oh I'm sorry ensign.  Alexandra Gomes used to hold your position on the Elara when I was a new crewmember.
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
CO: Foreseen it sir? We have our Tricorder scan logs, for what it's worth.
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::blinks as she focuses on the Doctor:: Dr Greene: Erm... apart from feeling like I forgot the best party of my life... ::pauses as she looks to him::
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
Dr Greene: What... How did I get here?
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CEO: Do you mean to suggest you did not prepare for the away mission? You took no scans before going down?
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Thinks back, but does not recall that name as being one of the senior crew right now.:: XO: What happened to her sir?
Susie says:
::continues to move along the Jeffries tube::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: With all due respect sir.. do you know what kind of colony this is?
Dr_Greene says:
CIV: I.. I had hoped you could tell me more.. All I know is that you were found in a room with 4 more telepaths.. Dead telepaths and pretty strong ones too...
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::puts her hands to her head as if struggling to think:: Dr Greene: Dead... What, how?
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
CO: We did a lot of scans sir, they didn't reveal anything special to us, so we had nothing to prepare for. We even did some close range scans with the shuttles sensors and nothing. It was a situation that required a lot of improvisation.
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CTO: I am, as opposed to you, it seems, well informed of everything I take on.. Yes, I know what kind of colony this is...
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@CSO: Like most officers she was reassigned.  Be careful around her Ensign, she is a lot smarter than she might appear, and I suspect if she is being "hunted" that she will not have a very long temper.
Dr_Greene says:
CIV: Once more, I hoped you would remember something...
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::contacts Sickbay:: *Greene*: Sollo to the doctor, what's the status of the CIV?
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::notices a beeping from his console, internal sensors picked up someone unauthorized in a Jeffries Tube on deck 8:: Security: An unauthorized person has been detected in a Jeffries Tube in section Alpha 4 on deck 8.
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CEO: Then perhaps the crew needs more training, if this is the case... How long have you been down there, from the moment of setting foot there till the moment of leaving?
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Gets the strangest idea that he is going to regret going onto this endeavor and decides to see whether this shuttle can scan the two ships.:: XO: I'll be sure I'll be careful sir.
Susie says:
::peers down the ladder where the shadow had disappeared::
Host Ens_Lost says:
ACTION: Susie ends up at a hatch to the CEO's office. Her shadow is out of sight now
Dr_Greene says:
*TO*: Awake and talkative... I'm still examining her..
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Then you also know, better then anyone since you ARE Vulcan, that Romulans are suspicious beyond belief and comprehension... we just blew up a mountain, did intense scans on the planet and I’m not talking normal scans, we also had a MIA situation which the Romulans can internet as an excuse and ALSO we met a Warbird close to the planet after...
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::console beeps:: *Security*: The person is now in the CEO's office.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: ... after we finished cargo transfer.. so right now if there is no evidence.. its probably a good thing.. they cannot prove anything, but neither can we
Susie says:
::sits in the Jeffries tube for a minute before slowly opening the hatch::
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::shakes her head:: Dr Green: Where are the others? The Romulan... ::tries to remember in vain::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
*Greene*: Acknowledged, I'm on my way. ::Hands over to the Duty TO and heads for sickbay::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::taps a console and tries to figure out where Gomes' shuttle has landed::
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
CO: We have spent somewhere close to 1 hour on the planet surface. ::looks at the CO with confusion::
Host Ens_Lost says:
ACTION: The CEO's office door opens as security enters. Susie clearly sees the shadow get past them to ME
Susie says:
::looks around and dives beneath a table as the security people enter::
Susie says:
::and frowns having seen the shadow disappear out the door::
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CTO: You would not consider an MIA situation as something dangerous, important enough to PROPER research before starting? Gentlemen, you messed up big time.. In this hour time that you have stayed down there, all you managed to achieve is to extract your MIA crewmember?
Host Ens_Lost says:
<Ens_Reddish>*OPS*There doesn't appear to be anyone in the CEO's office
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: ... and rescue some Klingon Officers.. which will prove helpful to our "research" once they are awake...
Dr_Greene says:
CIV: There was a Romulan? Who else was there....? Please, it might matter..
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::Arrives at sickbay and walks in:: Greene: How is she?
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@CSO: Take us into that Nebula nice and easy, the shuttle has gone in there somewhere
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::frowns:: *Security*: Internal sensors indicate there still is someone there who doesn't belong there.
Dr_Greene says:
::Looks up:: TO: She's doing fine, just trying to regain memory of what happened ::Turns back to Pazoski::
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::jumps half way up from his chair:: CO: With all do respect, Commander, what in Gods name where we supposed to do, dig for ore and rock samples? I think we made a right choice choosing the life of our crewmembers over some evidence.
Susie says:
::crouching beneath the table trying to keep out of sight::
Host Ens_Lost says:
<Ens Reddish>::looks around with his team and finally find Susie:: Susie: Hello there. What are you doing here?
Host Ens_Lost says:
<Reddish>*OPS* It’s just a little girl
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::shrugs and shakes her head:: Dr Greene: Truly I would love to help you... ::looks to him as she sits herself upright:: Am I cleared to leave doctor?
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::turns to Pazoski and smiles:: CIV: How are you feeling?
Susie says:
::peers at the security officer:: Reddish: Following a shadow. He went that way.
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Nods and begins to pilot the shuttle towards the nebula:: XO: Aye aye sir. ::It is time to put his piloting skills he learned from his youth to the test.::
Susie says:
::pointing out the door::
Host Ens_Lost says:
<Reddish>Susie: Don't be silly little girl
Host Ens_Lost says:
<Reddish>Susie: Where’s your daddy?
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CEO: You have now, knowingly, let evidence of a crime go to waste.. That is a court martial offence, lieutenant... And please, sit down.. You had an hour time.. I take it you knew long before the end of that. Now about the destruct sequence in the facilities.. Would it not have been better to deactivate it, before rescuing your colleagues?
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::eyes wide open:: *Security*: A little girl you said? Please ask if she's Susie? If so, stay with her and don't let her out of sight.
Dr_Greene says:
::Nods:: CIV: Alright.. But I want you back here the next few days before your shifts, just to be sure..
Susie says:
Reddish: I followed the shadow. It went that way! ::raising her voice slightly, annoyed because he didn't believe her::
Host Ens_Lost says:
<Ens Reddish>::smiles obviously not believing her:: Susie: Of course. Tell me, what’s your name?
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
CO: I didn't think it would be smart to risk all of our lives on a futile attempt to disarm a explosive device made from alien technology without any equipment or support what-so-ever.
Susie says:
Reddish: What's your name? Mines Susie.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Sir... we had exactly 1 minute to escape... 30 seconds passed until we got the CIV out, then another 20 seconds until we got the TO and the Klingons out.. and then BARELY 10 seconds to lift the shuttle and get to safety.
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::after checking there defiantly is a breathable atmosphere inside the shuttle starts to take off his EV suit:: CSO: I suggest you lose yours as well Ensign, the less we have to explain the better.
Host Ens_Lost says:
<Ens Reddish>Susie: I am Sam ::Smiles:: *OPS*Its her alright
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CTO: Am I correct that you say this auto-destruct started with only 1 minute on the timer?
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Let me guess... if four senior officers died there... would the Federation even RISK a potential war with the Romulans over our deaths... or will the Romulans just say we were at the wrong time, in the wrong place?
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: ::breaths:: Yes... 1 minute
Susie says:
::Frowning:: Reddish: There was a shadow, didn't you see it? ::she tipped her head looking at Sam::
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::nods to the CO::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Until then we had no idea it had a self destruct timer
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
*Security*: Okay, just stay with her and make sure she doesn't do anything wrong down there.
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CTO: You are certain it could not have been silent?
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Nods as he begins to take off his EV suit:: XO: Just out of curiosity, but what do you believe can we expect to find out there?
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::nods:: Dr Greene: certainly, thank you.. one last thing... How long was I out for?
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: I'm certain... at the start of the countdown it clearly said that the self destruct was initiated just then
Susie says:
::she took Sams hand:: Reddish: Come on, I'll show you. ::trying to drag him from the room::
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CTO: Tell me.. What was the state of the complex when you arrived there? Were there still people inside?
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::looks across:: TO: What happened down there?
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::shrugs at the CSO:: CSO: I have no idea Ensign, but it would appear that someone has gone through an awful lot of effort to get us here, so there must be something we are needed for.
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
CO: Also if I may add, we where given exact mission orders that said to "retrieve the missing crewmembers", it didn't say anything about collecting any evidence and yet now you say it was the most important objective.
Host Ens_Lost says:
ACTION: Everyone in main engineering is beamed to the brig, save for Susie who is too small to be noted
Host Ens_Lost says:
@ACTION The shuttle enters the nebula. Soon they detect a large station of some sort
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
CIV: I have no idea, they strapped me into some machine and it was like I was somewhere else.
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Finishes removing his EV suit and begins to reach for some weapons.:: XO: Are we going to need these sir?
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Raises his eyebrow significantly:: CEO: The needs of the many  outweigh the needs of the few, or the one, Lieutenant...
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Some Klingons, unconscious in the room with the TO, 2 Vulcans and 2 Betazoids.. all four dead...
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: I know that their families would have wanted the bodies back for a proper burial... but there was simply not enough time to get the Vulcans and Betazoids out...
Dr_Greene says:
::Looks up from the data:: CIV: Oh, sorry.. I think...  A few hours or so?
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@CSO: I think we should take a phaser along yes Ensign ::holsters a phaser into his belt:: Hopefully we wont have to use them but I believe in being prepared.  Also do we have a recording of that Distress call available?
Susie says:
::stops moving when Sam disappears:: self: Now where'd he go? ::Starts wandering around wondering where everyone is::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::console starts beeping again:: ::frowns:: Self: What was that? *Engineering*: Bridge to Engineering, is anyone there?
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
CO: Yes, we had to worry about the living bodies not the dead ones, sir.
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Nods:: CTO: There were no people left, moving around freely? You would say the building looked deserted.. Evacuated perhaps?
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::nods to the Dr:: TO: I see... Where are you heading I was about to join the bridge crew..
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Holsters his own phaser and turns to face the console again.:: XO: I think I can find something in here. ::Looks around to see if there is something to transmit it too, should something happen to the shuttle before they get back... if they get back.::
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::smiles to Dr Greene:: Dr Greene: Thank you for your time..
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::smiles again:: CIV: I'll walk with you.
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::an alarm goes off:: <FCO>: Sir, I have lost all control of the engines.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: No one... I don't think it was abandoned.. more like evacuated or maybe even only a small group to run it minimally
Dr_Greene says:
CIV: My pleaser.. ::Smiles, then goes back to monitor the unconscious Klingons::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
~~~CIV: I only came down to see how you were anyway.~~~
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
CO: It could be possible that who ever evacuated the structure, left behind an explosive device to prevent us from taking any of the technology we found.
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CTO: I thought you said you had run extensive scans.. They did not pick up life signs in command zones and such?
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
FCO: Not a single response?
Susie says:
::Stopped in the main part of engineering which was empty and heard the Comm:: *OPS* Nobodies here.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Sir.. we barely even saw the inside of the mountain until a little later.. our Tricorders had some problems
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::checks the sensor readings:: CSO: Yes some sort of station... see if you can find somewhere to dock
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
*Susie*: Susie? I think it's better for you to get back up here.
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
CO: They where using some kind of unfamiliar dampening technology, we didn't know what to expect until we where beamed into the rock itself.
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CTO: And yet you risked entering, KNOWING it could jeopardize your away team..
Host Ens_Lost says:
ACTION: Susie spots someone behind a console working. He looks like a 16 year old humanoid boy. With deep blue eyes and a hint of a Klingon forehead
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Still.. you said you were properly informed.. well then.. doesn’t the Federation KNOW what the colony is doing?
Susie says:
*OPS* They all disappeared ::slowly moving through the main room heading for the turbo lift::
Ens_Lost is now known as Shane.
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::gives the TO a warm smile:: ~~~TO: Thank you, I hope you are alright, was there any damage, lasting effects from what they did to you?~~~
Host Shane says:
::smiles:: Susie: Hello there, must have missed you
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::notices the station too and maneuvers the shuttle in a position to fly towards it. While he does he enters the command on the console to search for a possible docking point.::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
*Security*: Bridge to Security, Intruder alert. We have an intruder in main engineering. ::sets off red alert::
Susie says:
::stopping at the sight of the boy:: Shane: Who are you?
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CTO: This colony was set up to ensure peace between Federation and Romulans.. To found a new tie to them. The Dominion wars, now many years ago, weakened all. We need the alliance, and this colony is part of forging that...
Host Shane says:
ACTION: The Elara starts moving forward at impulse, picking up speed
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
ACTION: Red Alert alarm sounds on the Elara
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Exactly.. so.. ::hears red alarm::
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::turns to look at the Klingons:: Dr Greene: Klingons... ::looks quite puzzled yet vaguely thoughtful::
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::notices the red alert status:: CO: Sir?
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Permission to review this case at a later date and leave the Ready Room?
Host Shane says:
@ACTION: The station's docking bay opens for the shuttle to enter
Dr_Greene says:
CIV: Yes... ::Nods:: Apparently, you were found with some around..
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
*CO*: Commanding officer to the bridge.
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
~~~CIV: I don't think so, although I do sometimes get bouts of paranoia, like I think I'm still in the machine.~~~
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
FCO: Can you get any response from the engines.
Susie says:
Shane: Where are all the adults?
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CTO: Yes, and I expect a full report from all of you.. Oh, another matter...
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::fidgets slightly as they approach the Station::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Sir?! ::impatiently::
Host Shane says:
Susie: We don't need them do we. They are kind of dumb. I give them a key to Paradise and they end up in hell. I am afraid I cant have you keep that ::takes her badge::
Host Shane says:
Susie: But you are welcome to stay
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::stands up from his chair:: CO: Yes sir?
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Looks over to the XO:: XO: Sir? Is everything alright?
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
All: It has come to my attention that the ship's first officer has left the ship on a mission.. ::Nods at Lost:: Now, I believe lieutenant McKnight is the second officer and should have noted objections.. Commander Pazoski's departure obviously left the Elara without a command officer aboard, until my arrival...
Susie says:
::grabs at her combadge:: Shane: Give that back!
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CEO: I did not find any notes in the log stating your objections..
Host Shane says:
ACTION: The boy is stronger than the girl and takes it. He opens it then closes it again
Host Shane says:
Susie: Here ::gives it back, un-operational::
Host Shane says:
ACTION: The Elara goes to warp
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::impatience:: *CO*: Commander Sovak, to the bridge please, we have a red alert on our hands, you are required on the bridge immediately.
Host Shane says:
<Lost>::smiles proudly at the CO::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
<FCO> OPS: Sir, we have gone to warp!
Susie says:
::pouts:: Shane: Who are you? Why don't you like them? ::backing away from him as she taps the combadge trying to get it to work::
Host Shane says:
@ACTION: The shuttle docks at the station
Host Shane says:
ACTION: Warp 3, 4....
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@CSO: What? Oh yes, sorry. Everything is fine, I just get a little nervous during docking that’s all... ::forces himself to stop fidgeting and hopes the CSO doesn't push the matter::
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
CO: Well sir, I was given the promotion to Lieutenant and the 2nd Officer of the Elara position, nobody needs to tell me when I need to step in to command, since the XO and CO are gone.
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Sighs:: *OPS*: On my way... ::Looks around:: All: Report to your posts.. Dismissed... ::Gets up himself and waits for everyone to leave, then enters the bridge himself::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
FCO: What?! Try to get control of the engines.
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
OPS: Report! ::Walks over to the command area::
Host Shane says:
Susie: Oh I like them. They are just not very smart. I was born here you know
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::feels the ship jump to warp:: CIV: Did you feel that?
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::walks onto the bridge::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
Self: Bah... ::exits the Ready Room to check what in blazes is going on::
Susie says:
Shane: Born where? ::looking around still backing towards the turbo lift::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
CO: All crew from Main Engineering have been beamed out of ME to the brig. We have lost control on the engines and we are now flying at warp 4 to what appears the central of the galaxy.
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@CSO: Well shall we see what is waiting for us? ::moves to the shuttles hatch::
Host Shane says:
ACTION: One of the Klingons in sickbay wakes up, very confused
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::nods to the TO:: Dr Greene: When and if the memory returns I'll be sure to find you... :heads for the door pausing only to wait for the TO with a smile::
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
OPS: And why were they beamed out! Don't tell me you lost control of transporters too..
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Shoos OPS out of the central chair::
Host Shane says:
Susie: On this ship ::listens to the engines:: Susie: Ah we are almost there
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
~~~TO: Paranoia... that at least can be worked around.. where do you suppose we are heading?~~
Host Shane says:
ACTION: Warp continues to increase 7 ...8....9
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: ::while going at tactical in a rush:: Welcome to the USS Elara sir...
Susie says:
::She stops just short of the turbo lift:: Shane: Where? Where are we going?
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
CO: I haven't had the time to find that out yet. I'm right on it.
Dr_Greene says:
::Doesn't respond to Pazoski's comment, but keeps working instead::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
<FCO> CO: Sir, we are now at warp 9!
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Follows the XO with a suspicious look, but quickly forgets the matter.:: XO: Yes sir. ::Checks the console again, to see whether everything is secure.:: It's safe to head in sir. Shall I head in first?
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
OPS: Well, then work faster, how long ago did this happen?
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::follows closely behind the CIV:: ~~~CIV: I wasn't aware we were heading anywhere... I don't like the feeling I get from this.~~~
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::takes place at OPS Station and checks logs::
Host Shane says:
ACTION: The navigation and sensors go blank as the warp 10 barrier is apparently broken
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
FCO: You can't even cut of power to engines?
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::walks to the engineering console:: CO: Commander I can try and stop us, by overloading the warp drive power feeds.
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
CO: Just a minute and a half ago.
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
OPS: And you have not initialized a scan yet?
Host Shane says:
Susie: Home
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@CSO: No, its me who has brought us here, it should be me to face the music first ::opens the shuttles hatch and steps outside::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::checks logs and sees something remarkable:: Sir, the beam out took place from an engineering console.
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
:;shakes her head listening to the engines she has been with for years:: ~~~TO: Nor I...~~~ ::picks up the pace jumping in the TL and ordering it to the bridge once the TO arrives there too::
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Turns to the CEO:: CEO: Lieutenant, if you prefer working in engineering, go at it.. I'd say you could work more efficiently there, which would not be a bad thing.. ::Turns back to the viewscreen:: FCO: What's up ahead?
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
OPS: Who's authorization?
Host Shane says:
ACTION: The ship comes to a halt in normal space
Susie says:
::Tipping her head at Shane:: Shane: Home? Where's that? I don't have one.
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
CO: Can't tell, Sir, logs don't indicate that.
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
<FCO> CO: Sir, we have come to a full stop.
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
Self: Very well then ::enters the TL::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::almost trips as he enters the TL::
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
OPS: What do you mean, there has to be some form of authorization before they work.. Take them offline now then, if we can't control them safely...
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Nods and follows the XO out of the shuttle, looking around him.::
Host Shane says:
@ACTION: Outside the shuttle, a team led by Tar (in civilian uniforms) is pointing phasers at them. They kindly tell them to move
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
CO: Internal sensors show just one person in Main Engineering. It's Susie, but she doesn't have access to the systems.
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::almost looses his balance again when the ship stops:: CIV: Something's wrong.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
OPS: You mean a 10 year old girl just optimized our engines and did a warp 10 test with our ship?!
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::arrives at Main Engineering:: Out loud: Anyone here?! ::pulls out a phaser set to stun::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@<Dalin> CSO/XO: Move it!
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Frowns:: OPS: Right... Then who... ::Looks at the FCO, then turns to the CTO:: CTO: Full scan, now!
Host Shane says:
Susie: hmmm. You will find one here. Too bad Mr. Timrok didn't come
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
CTO: No, I just said she is in ME, not that she is responsible for all this.
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::gives Tar a smile:: Dalin: I could do with a brisk walk ::looks towards the CSO and moves in the direction indicated::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: I did that once we dropped out.. nothing as far as I could see...
Host Shane says:
Susie: This ship little girl ... this ship shouldn't exist anymore
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CTO: Where did we end up?
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Outside the milky way?!
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::walks to the main engineering console and does a system check::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@<Dalin> ::still has pointed his phaser to the XO and CSO and walks right behind them::
Susie says:
::Hearing the CEO:: CEO: I'm here! ::Keeping her distance from Shane:: Shane: I don't want to go anywhere.
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
<FCO> CO: Sir, we are still outside the central galaxy.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Erm... yes.. we are just near the edge of the milky way as humans call it
Host Shane says:
@ACTION: They move out of the shuttle bay into a series of battered corridors. Finally reaching a door. Tar motions them to enter
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CTO: Alright, I did not ask for smart-ass comments, lieutenant... If I ask questions, I want answers…Clear, logical answers...
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
FCO: Any way you can pinpoint our position?
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::standing straight once again, she nods:: TO: yes.. we should see soon..
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::hears Susie’s voice and gets to her location pulling out his phaser back out again::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
<FCO> CO: I'm right on it, Sir.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Yes... ::grumbles:: sir...
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@Dalin: I can see your hospitality is as good as usual ::enters the room he is being directed to::
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Looks around:: CTO: Anyway, lieutenant, if sensors are still clear, stand down to yellow alert.
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::waits for the TL to reach the bridge::
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
ACTION: The CEO can not see Shane, nor can he make any of the consoles work
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Yellow alert, Sir! ::textbook answer::
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::walks to Susie:: Susie: Are you ok, what are you doing here?
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Follows the XO into the room, but remains silent.::
Susie says:
::Runs to the CEO and points to where Shane stands:: CEO: He took them. 
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
Susie: He? Who are you talking about I don't see anyone there? ::looks behind Susie::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@<Dalin> ::frowns at XO:: XO: Just get in. ::turns to CSO:: CSO: And the same goes for you.
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@ACTION: Inside the room the XO finds a very different Gomes. She has long hair and blue eyes as he remembers but a scar on her neck. She is wearing a very revealing leather outfit
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@XO: Now what are you doing back here and who is he?
Susie says:
CEO: He took them! Can't you see him? ::pointing at Shane:: 
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Looks back to the viewscreen, somewhat satisfied he got through to him at last:: OPS: While we're trying to figure out our position, let's see what our ship's status is, and more important, compare it to our status before this sudden loss of control..
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
CO: Aye Sir, running diagnostics on all ship's systems. This could take about 5 minutes.
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Looks around and believes he might the one called 'he' in Gomes' line.::
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::takes his phaser and shoot at the console next to the exact spot Susie is pointing in hopes to "shed some light" on the subject:: Susie: Stand back...
Susie says:
::hides behind the CEO, obviously scared of something::
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
<Shane> ::shakes his head not moving:: Susie: I told you Susie, really dumb
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::as the TL gets to the bridge she waits for the doors to open her mind once again working overtime to find the crew, she looks slightly concerned::
Susie says:
::points to the new spot:: CEO: There! He moved.
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Nods:: OPS: Good.. Monitor communication channels, too, perhaps we can pick something up...
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
Out loud: Show yourself! Who are you!
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@<Dalin> ::stands besides the door, pointing his phaser at the XO and subsequently at the CSO::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::wonders what sort of universe they have ended up in:: Alex: This is Nathaniel Nelson, we didn't mean to end up back here, our ship's engines malfunctioned, like I mentioned earlier.
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::steps out of the TL and heads straight for the Security console::
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::steps onto the bridge and looks around::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::taps console:: CO: Scans are set to continuous scan.
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@XO: You were supposed to get the Klingon ship! You obviously didn't. You failed Peter...again!
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Looks around at the new arrivals and raises his right eyebrow::
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
*Bridge:* CEO to the bridge, commander I think we have an intruder down here that might be responsible for the malfunctions, but we're having trouble seeing him....::stops::
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@::looks at the CSO:: XO: And I never told you to bring new recruits
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::she shakes her head::: ~~~TO: Be careful...~~~
Susie says:
Shane: They are not dumb. ::watching the two::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::sees on his console that the Brig is reportedly full to capacity:: *Brig*: Sollo to the Brig, Report.
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
<Shane>::shrugs::
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
*CEO*: Understood.. ::Turns to the CTO:: CTO: Get a team down there, on the double!
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Feels the urge to interrupt, but looks at the XO first.::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::shoots a smile at the CIV:: ~~~CIV: Always.~~~
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::shakes his head slightly and meets the CSO's gaze giving him the go ahead eyebrow::
Susie says:
CEO: He's right there ::pointing at Shane careful to keep the CEO between them::
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::grabs Susie by the arm:: Susie: Ok lets get out of here. ::heads for the exit::
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::reaching out again, focusing on a distant memory:: ~~~Shane: Where are you this time...~~~
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@<Dalin> ::puts on an evil smile::
Susie says:
::heads for the exit with the CEO::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: I will as fast i can sir... *Security Team Alpha* : Alpha Squad leader meet me in Engineering  ::exits the bridge::
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
Computer: Computer, initiate security lock down on Main Engineering, authorization McKnight Beta 66.
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Shakes head as the CTO leaves, then turns to look at the CIV again, still frowning::
Dr_Greene says:
::Still reading the Klingon's life signs, wondering what would make them better..
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= Pause Mission =/\= =/\= =/\=
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